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Shio Kusaka s ceramic work often incorporates playful details and subject matter, from basketballs and fruit
to dinosaurs, raindrops, and wood grain. However, in this new body of work, she further explores her

geometric abstractions, offering a more direct view of her technical mastery as she adheres to a single-process
approach to study the possibility of endless permutations. In previous abstract works, Kusaka often ended a
line or grid pattern once it became distorted by the curvature of the pot, producing fragmented, interlocking
patterns that appear as overlapping drawings, contradicting the three-dimensional volume. In these new
works, however, she takes an almost topographic approach by carving, painting, and even drawing with

pencil intricate lines along the surfaces of each pot, allowing the shape of each vessel to dictate the curves of
the lines.

This is her first solo exhibition with the gallery and her first in Italy. Portfolio of Six Prints.

Shio

KARMA New York strawbe and 2012. With this exhibit which runs through January 7 the modern and
contemporary art museum kicked off its yearlong American Season series. Lives and works in Los Angeles. at
greengrassi. Edition sold out . Christies is pleased to present three contemporaneous works by the acclaimed
ceramicist Shio Kusaka. 1972 TRIANGLE 16 incised with artists initials on the underside. Live and works in
Los. Kusakas pots can incorporate everything from the wondrous dinosaurs to the quotidian sweetness of
golden seedstudded strawberries. 1972 carved 39 stamped lower edge stoneware 13 x 14 x 13 in. Working

primarily in white brown and gray Kusaka forms the cylindrical and pearshaped pots in occasionally
counterintuitive combinations of pattern and shape as in which features concentric dots on a lightly curved
vessel creating an optical quality. For her second exhibition at Anton Kern Gallery Los Angles based ceramic
artist Shio Kusaka will present 127 porcelain and stoneware pots. Anton Kern Gallery. A beautiful set of
prints by Shio Kusaka a ceramicist who shares a studio space with her husband the artist Jonas Wood.
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